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Abstract
Motivation: Butterflies represent a model in biology and a flagship group for invertebrate
conservation. We provide four new resources for the Western Palaearctic butterflies: (1)
an updated checklist comprising 552 species; (2) a curated dataset of 32,126 mitochondrial
cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) sequences for 532 species, including a de novo reference library for the Maghreb (Morocco, northern Algeria and Tunisia) and Macaronesia
(Azores, Madeira and Canary Islands); (3) seven indexes of intraspecific genetic variation
(IGV): observed and expected number of haplotypes, haplotype and nucleotide diversity,
two fixation indexes and maximum p-distance; and (4) species-level maps illustrating the
distribution of COI variability and haplotype networks. The updated checklist will be fundamental for any application dealing with butterfly diversity in the Western Palaearctic.
The IGV indexes provide measures for genetic polymorphism and spatial structure and
represent proxies for dispersal capacity. These resources will facilitate comparative stud-
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ies of macrogenetics, foster integrative taxonomy and aid conservation strategies.
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WGS84 coordinates and sequence length) and a book in PDF format, including the
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Major taxa and level of measurement: Butterflies (Lepidoptera: Papilionoidea), analysed from individual to species level.
Software format: Data and functions to manage the dataset are provided in the iodatabase R package (https://github.com/leondap/iodatabase) and in Dryad (https://doi.
org/10.5061/dryad.9w0vt4bjj).
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I NTRO D U C TI O N

accepted the conclusions of the most updated literature combining
at least quantitative morphology and different genetic markers or

The advent of phylogeography (Avise et al., 1987) sparked the

based on genomic approaches (including double digest restriction-

commitment of mapping the fundamental layer of biodiversity en-

site associated DNA sequencing and phylogenomics) (see Table S2

compassed by intraspecific genetic variation (IGV). Nevertheless,

and references therein). When evidence was insufficient, we re-

mapping IGV remained a vision for decades. Recently, faster and

frained from applying changes, except in cases of deeply paraphy-

more affordable DNA sequencing has enabled a rapid accumulation

letic COI trees, which we treated as separate species.

of data for a larger proportion of biodiversity. Repositories, such as

We defined the Western Palaearctic “taxonomic area” (blue line

GenBank and BOLD, curate >106 cytochrome c oxidase subunit I

in Figure 1) as follows. In the west, we included the Azores, Madeira

(COI) sequences (the standard mitochondrial marker for animal

and the Canary Islands. To delimit the fringes of the Sahara Desert,

DNA barcoding) (Hebert et al., 2003), in many cases complemented

we set the southern limit in Morocco at 27.5°, followed the political

by high-quality metadata. As COI sequences accumulate, compar-

border of this country to the north-east and set the southern bound-

ative macrogenetic analyses become possible (Leigh et al., 2021;

ary in Algeria and Tunisia at 33°. We included the European mainland

Theodoridis et al., 2020).

and the islands under European administration in the Mediterranean,

Here, we have gathered and improved large-scale biodiversity

North and Baltic seas. No obvious faunistic boundaries exist to

surveys to generate an IGV atlas for Western Palaearctic butterflies.

the east, and following previous checklists (Middleton-Welling

The primary resources we referred to are as follows: (1) the check-

et al., 2020; Wiemers et al., 2018) we included the western slopes of

lists of Western Palaearctic butterflies by Wiemers et al. (2018)

the Urals and excluded the Caucasus and western Kazakhstan. Given

and Middleton-Welling et al. (2020); and (2) a series of DNA-

that any geographical boundary includes taxa at their distribution

barcode libraries of Eurasiatic butterflies (Dapporto et al., 2019;

limit, we used a wider “dataset area” to provide context (Figure 1).

Dincă et al., 2011, 2015, 2021; Hausmann et al., 2011; Huemer &

Thus, we collected COI sequences of species in our checklist from

Tarmann, 2016; Litman et al., 2018; Lukhtanov et al., 2009; Menchetti

the area included within the coordinates of −31.3° longitude (Flores,

et al., 2021). We revised the checklists and added 2541 specimens

Azores), 27.5° latitude (El Hierro, the Canary Islands), 67.5° longitude

sequenced de novo, including a comprehensive DNA-barcode library

(easternmost Urals) and 71.2° latitude (North Cape).

for Maghreb and Macaronesia. We provided COI sequences and IGV
assessments for 532 species at the crossroads of three continents
(Africa, Europe and Asia) and compiled a complete set of networks

2.2 | Data acquisition, curation and quality control

and distribution maps for haplotypes. To our knowledge, this is the
first attempt to build a complete IGV atlas at continental and inter-

We gathered COI sequences (DNA-barcode region between 400 and

continental levels. We hope that this resource will pilot similar stud-

658 bp) from three main sources: (1) de novo sequencing using stand-

ies on other clades and/or regions and will represent a milestone

ard procedures (deWaard et al., 2008) for most of the Maghreb and

in the identification, description and protection of hidden diversity.

Macaronesia, but also improving coverage in Europe; (2) published
DNA-barcode libraries compiled at the regional level (Dapporto
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M E TH O D S

2.1 | Checklists and geographical ranges

et al., 2019; Dincă et al., 2011, 2015, 2021; Hausmann et al., 2011;
Huemer & Tarmann, 2016; Litman et al., 2018; Menchetti et al., 2021)
and other publicly available BOLD projects (e.g., LON-NorBOL for
Norway); and (3) studies providing COI of single species or genera (references are available in Appendix S1). In the last case, we

We revised and updated a recent butterfly checklist for Europe

checked whether haplotypes, instead of specimens, were included

(Wiemers et al., 2018) and one for Europe and Maghreb (Middleton-

in repositories (Paz-Vinas et al., 2021). If the number of specimens

Welling et al., 2020) (Table S1). For the taxonomic revision, we

sharing a given haplotype in a particular location was reported

|
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(a)

Sequences (32,126)

n seq
ϳϴϯ
ϱϯϰ
ϱϬϭ
ϯϴϯ
Ϯϴϭ
ϭϵϱ
ϭϮϱ
ϳϬ
ϯϭ
ϳ

(b)

3

Species (532)

n spp
ϭϲϯ
ϭϯϮ
ϭϬϰ
ϴϬ
ϱϴ
ϰϬ
Ϯϲ
ϭϰ
ϲ
ϭ

F I G U R E 1 The study area with the representation of the “taxonomic area” (blue perimeter; Middleton-Welling et al., 2020) from
where a complete species checklist has been assessed and updated. COI sequences of species also occurring outside the taxonomic area
are included. (a) Number of sequences and (b) number of species for each 100 km × 100 km square cell. Variation in the number of DNA
barcodes largely reflects butterfly richness across the taxonomic area.

(Ehl et al., 2021; Zinetti et al., 2013), we replicated the haplotype

The DST and GST fixation indexes (Meirmans & Hedrick, 2011;

sequences to obtain data at the specimen level; otherwise, the se-

Nei, 1973) are defined as (HT − HS) and DST/HT, respectively, where

quences were excluded.

HT is the mean p-distance among all sequences and HS is the mean

We verified species identifications by building neighbour-joining

p-distance among sequences within the same populations (defined

trees for each genus. When morphology could not be verified, we

below). DST varies between negative values and the maximum p-

removed sequences not clustering within the species to which they

distance. Negative values (intrapopulation differentiation higher

were attributed if the mismatch did not involve one of the 74 spe-

than average differentiation) often represent artefacts attributable

cies showing DNA-barcode sharing (updated from Dincă et al., 2021)

to relatively small sample sizes and are usually set to zero (Meirmans

(Table S3).

& Hedrick, 2011), thus we applied this solution.

Coordinates (in decimal degrees) were retrieved from meta-

GST is a standardized dimensionless index ranging between neg-

data and converted to the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84).

ative values (set to zero) and one, with zero implying panmixia and

When only an identifiable toponym was provided, we obtained ap-

one a complete spatial structuring. In species showing a single haplo-

proximate WGS84 coordinates at a resolution of 0.1° latitude and

type, DST is zero and GST is not defined. We also set GST to zero in

longitude. To obtain mainland areas of similar size, WGS84 coor-

these cases because, in the absence of any IGV, population structure

dinates were transformed into the Lambert azimuthal equal-area

can be argued to be absent.

projection.

Computing fixation indexes requires a division of specimens
by populations, and the division affects the results. To minimize

2.3 | Indexes of genetic variation

this effect, records were binned to different sets of areas identified by islands and by mainland grid cells of 100 km × 100 km,
200 km × 200 km,

300 km × 300 km,

400 km × 400 km

and

Based on COI sequences, we computed fundamental indexes of

500 km × 500 km. Furthermore, we replicated the five analyses by

IGV. Initially, we obtained the number of haplotypes per species

placing the centre of each cell on the vertex among cells in the pre-

with the haplotype function of the pegas R package (Paradis, 2010).

vious division. We obtained 10 different partitions and, after com-

Then, for species with ≥10 sequences, we obtained the expected

puting DST and GST for each of them, we averaged their values to

(asymptotic) number of haplotypes in the study area by rarefaction

obtain mean indexes. Fixation indexes were computed for species

curves (D'Ercole et al., 2021; Dincă et al., 2021) using the iNEXT R

having ≥10 specimens included in at least two areas with no less

package (Chao et al., 2014). Using the hap.div and nuc.div functions

than three specimens each. This minimum requirement appeared

(pegas), we also calculated haplotype diversity (the probability that

to be sufficiently reliable in DST and GST computation (Scalercio

two sequences belong to the same haplotype) and nucleotide diver-

et al., 2020).

sity (the average number of nucleotide differences per site between

Nucleotide diversity and GST are of particular interest because

sequences). We calculated pairwise p-distances (the number of sub-

they express the average divergence among sequences and how

stitutions per site with pairwise deletion of missing sites) between

much different haplotypes are segregated in different areas, respec-

sequences for each species and recorded the maximum p-distance

tively. For this reason, we plotted these values on bivariate bub-

among sequences.

ble plots showing the distribution of GST and nucleotide diversity
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F I G U R E 2 The distribution of intraspecific genetic variation (IGV) indexes: (a) GST; (b) DST; (c) haplotype diversity (HD); (d) nucleotide
diversity (ND); (e) asymptotic (expected) number of haplotypes per species; (f) fraction of observed on expected number of haplotypes;
and (g–j) four paradigmatic examples of the atlas representations with (from top to bottom): pie charts of sequenced specimens; the
principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) in red–green–blue (RGB) space; haplotype networks, with colours for haplotypes as in pie charts, and
scatterplots representing the GST and the square root-transformed values of nucleotide diversity with respect to all species in the dataset
(grey bubbles with size proportional to the number of species in the intervals). The symbols for species in g–j are used to indicate their values
in a–f.
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(square root transformed) and their median values for all species in
the dataset.

5

The mean number of haplotypes per species was 16.2 (±20.8
SD) (for IGV indexes, see Table S2). As observed by Dincă
et al. (2021), the number of haplotypes detected was often

2.4 | Maps of genetic variation

much lower than the asymptotic value (mean ± SD completeness
52.8 ± 23.6%), owing to the occurrence of few common haplotypes and many rare ones, frequently differentiated by only one

We generated maps of haplotype distribution for each species with

or few mutations. Accordingly, haplotype diversity was skewed

pie charts by attributing colours to sequences according to their

towards high values (many haplotypes), whereas nucleotide

p-distances. For each species, we subjected the p-distances ma-

diversity was skewed towards low values (low divergences)

trix to a principal coordinates analysis (PCoA). We placed the two-

(Figure 2).

dimensional configuration over a square having the colours yellow,

GST showed an almost normal distribution, whereas DST was

blue, white and black at the corners and all possible shades in be-

skewed towards low differentiation. The species showing low GST

tween, such that genetic similarity between two haplotypes was

are characterized by very low haplotype and nucleotide diversity

mirrored by colour similarity. The palette has been tested for per-

or by relatively high haplotype and nucleotide diversity with almost

ception by people with the most common types of colour blindness

complete panmixia (Figure 2a–d). Conversely, some species with low

(Figure S4 in Appendix S1). The sequences were illustrated in pies

haplotype diversity showed high GST when haplotypes exhibited

grouped by areas of the same size; we used a variable cell size de-

strong spatial structure (Figure 2h).

pending on the plotted area obtained by summing 0.3 to ⅒ of the
latitudinal extension up to a maximum of 300 km × 300 km.

The maps, which are provided in a supplementary book available
as a main resource of this study (Appendix S1), revealed a variety
of patterns. A strong divergence between continental areas (the

2.5 | Haplotype networks

Maghreb, Europe and the Middle East) emerged as a major pattern
(e.g., Aporia crataegi, Melitaea cinxia and Chazara briseis). Many species (e.g., Thymelicus lineola, Pyrgus serratulae and Lasiommata maera)

For the construction of haplotype networks, we used sequences

also showed differentiation among glacial refugia in southern Europe

≥600 bp. Haplotype networks were calculated with the rand-

(Iberian, Italian and Balkan peninsulas), in line with the paradigm of

omized minimum spanning tree algorithm (Paradis, 2018) imple-

the genetic legacy of ice ages on European biota (Hewitt, 2000;

mented in the rmst function of the R package pegas. Numbers of

Taberlet et al., 1998).

mutations among haplotypes were indicated using numbers over

This dataset facilitates in-d epth comparative assessments by

connections, and the haplotypes were assigned the colours ob-

exploring general trends in distribution patterns, although this lies

tained after PCoA.

beyond the aim of this paper. Such an approach is essential to avoid
potential cases of pseudocongruence that occur when researchers

2.6 | Script availability

attempt to categorize patterns visually (Soltis et al., 2006). It also
represents a tool for biologists studying the butterfly species covered, because it can be a great help in the planning of sampling

The updated species checklist, COI sequences, metadata, the atlas

intended to describe IGV further, allows for testing potential eco-

and R scripts are available in Dryad (https://doi.org/10.5061/

evolutionary correlates, and highlights potential cryptic species

dryad.9w0vt4bjj), in the iodatabase R package designed to store and

or other evolutionary phenomena (e.g., introgression and genetic

manage the dataset (https://github.com/leondap/iodatabase) and in

sweeps) to be studied in greater detail. Although mitochondrial IGV

the DS-ATLAS (https://doi.org/10.5883/DS-ATLAS), a BOLD data-

can have limited power in the inference of demographic processes

set where the newly sequenced specimens are released publicly. The

and encompass only female patterns (Schmidt & Garroway, 2021),

atlas is also available in Appendix S1.

indexes of mitochondrial DNA variation are used as proxies for
dispersal capacity (e.g., Melero et al., 2022). When enough data

3
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for nuclear genomes become available, it will be possible to clarify whether spatial patterns reflected in both mitochondrial and
nuclear genomes are generally comparable. Finally, the allopatric/

We updated the latest butterfly checklists, adding 16 species and

parapatric haplogroups documented here could help in defining

excluding four taxa recently recognized as subspecies (Table S1).

subspecific taxonomy and can be viewed as management units for

Based on this checklist (Table S2), comprising 552 species present

conservation.

in the “taxonomic area”, we obtained 32,126 geo-referenced COI
sequences ≥400 bp from specimens within the “dataset area”, in-
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